
GREE VERTY DEHUMIDIFIER
Intelligence Dehumidification &

Triple Purification



INTRODUCTION
High humidity levels can lead to bacterial 
colonies growth on damp walls in your  
home. Airborne microbes can cause 
respiratory infections and allergies, 
particularly in vulnerable groups, like 
children and the elderly.

High humidity also results in the formation  
of mold in bathrooms, on ceilings and walls, 
unpleasant odors and damage wooden 
floors and furniture.



CAN HELP YOU TO:

Improve your health

Dry your clothes inside the house

Prevent Damp and Dust

Dehumidify and purify the air

Reduce heating costs

GREE VERTY DEHUMIDIFIERS

PRICE:  30Litres: €395



Timer

Self-diagnose

PRODUCT FEATURES

Light and touch sound turn off

 Reminder to clean the filter screen
When the filter screens need to be cleaned, Verty will 
automatically remind the user.

Automatic defrost
If the evaporator is frosted, Verty can defrost 
automatically and continue to run.

Light and touch sound can be turned off to ensure 
com fortable sleep.

Verty can be preset to start up or shut down 24 hours in 
advance.

In case of fault, Verty will self-diagnose, display the fault 
code, and offer solutions to users.



Frosted top cover, exquisite texture.

Smooth body for easy 
cleaning; Recessed handles 
for easy moving.

External drain hose, continuous 
drainage is available. 

Universal wheels, convenient for 
movement.  

The large touch screen with 
soft LED light is clear to see 
day and night, the buttons 
are sensitive and easy to 
control. 

Large capacity visible water tank of 
5.5L, with a clear look of remaining 
water; the top cover can be 
removed easily for the convenience 
of water tank cleaning. 

OTHER PRODUCT FEATURES



Air filter screen

Two-in-one composite filter

TRIPLE PURIFICATION

1
First protection: The washable 
and durable filter screen can 
remove coarse particles.

It combines the HEPA filter with the 
activated carbon filter, which can 

effectively filtrate more than 95% 
of the fine particles in the air and 

absorb various harmful gas and 
peculiar smell.



SAFE LIFE GUARDED BY VERTY

Tipping switch Child lock 

Shutdown in case of overflow Fire prevention 

Verty has a built-in sensor 
to monitor the vertical state 
of the machine in real time. 
Once it topples, it will stop 
running and give an alarm 
to avoid damag ing the core 
components. 

User can long-press the 
“Light” button to enable/ 
disable the child lock 
function. This is to prevent 
children or pets from 
operating the machine by 
mistake. 

Multiple protections 
with Verty, such as DC 
motor under-voltage/
overheating/over-current 
protection, compressor 
overload protection and 
the all-metal electrical box, 
ensuring safe and stable 
operation. 

The unit has a magnetic 
sensor at the top of the 
water tank that can monitor 
the water level in real time. 
When the water tank is full, 
the unit will give an alarm 
and shut down in time to 
avoid overflow. 



HEALTHY LIFE STARTS FROM VERTY

FRESH NORMAL BAD 

39dB 

When the air quality is fresh, the light is green, and when 
it gets worse, it turns yellow and red. The air quality 
and purification effect can be seen easily, so there is no 
need to worry about the invisible polluted air that is harmful 
to health.

Verty is very quiet when running and the sound of the 
unit the highest fan speed is only 39dB, which is about 
the sound level of our daily conversation. Even when 
drying clothes at night, there is no need to worry about 
noise and you can have a quiet and comfortable sleep.



HEALTHY LIFE STARTS FROM VERTY

Through high-voltage electrode discharge, Verty can 
ionize the air and generate a large number of positive 
and negative ion guards H+ and 02-, forming an army 
of plasma with a concentration of up to 3 x 101\6 n/
cm3. The plasma sterilizes the air and finally generates 
harmless substances such as water and restores the air 
to be just as fresh as that in the forest. 

High concentration of cold plasma can form a water retaining 
film on the surface of skin, keeping the skin soft, smooth and 

moist. There’s no need to worry about dryness. The positive 
and negative ion groups penetrate into the fabric of clothes, 

eliminate mites, remove mildew, oil fumes and other unpleasant 
smell, creating the effect of sun drying for clothes. 

The cold plasma high-voltage emitter meets the 
standard of accessible live parts, with no electric 
shock risk. 

Positive/Negative ion groups

Surround harmful bacteria

Break the structure of bacteria

Decompose into water and 
other harmless substancesIon Purification 

Moisturize the skin and protect the clothes 

Safe and secure 



STRONG TECHNOLOGY, POWERFUL DEHUMIDIFICATION

THREE FAN SPEEDS, MEET ALL KINDS OF NEEDS

High quality rotary compressor has higher efficiency
and lower noise when compared with traditional 
piston compressors. Besides, it is more reliable and 
durable. It can provide users with quiet andefficient 
dehumidification.

The motor is equipped with DC control module for more 
accurate adjustment and faster response. It is also 
equipped with brushless permanent magnet rotor, with 
little heat loss and no need for heat dissipation. It is 
energy saving and quiet. 

• The dehumidification capacity reaches 12L / D
• Applicable area: 36 - 42 m’
• Stable operation at 1 C - 40 C

Verty at low fan speed can
bring you a dry and quiet
space when you sleep at

night.

Verty at medium fan speed 
can meet your needs of 

dehumidification in daily life.

Verty at high fan speed can
dry clothes so fast that 

clothes washed at night 
will be dry in the morning, 

so there is no need to worry 
about wet weather.

Low fan speed Medium fan speed High fan speed 



WIFI INTELLIGENT INTERCONNECTION, 
IMMEDIATE DEHUMIDIFICATION

ENERGY SAVING, FAR ABOVE CLASS 1 ENERGY EFFICIENCY

By adopting a high-efficiency condensing system, the 
energy efficiency ratio of Verty is up to 2.88, which is 

20.0% higher than class 1 energy efficiency standard of 
Taiwan. With only 1 kWh, the unit can extract as much 

as 5 bottles of water (at 27 °C, RH60%).

Verty can be connected to WiFi to realize intelligent interconnection. Even 
if it is thousands of miles away, you can easily switch on and off the unit, 
adjust the operation and timing, and check the real-time status through 
the app in your mobile phone, so Verty can give dryness and care for the 
elderly, children and pets at any time.



PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Notes:

Gree reserves the right to modify the specifications without prior notice, please confirm the final specifications with sales representatives.

Model Dehumidifier GDN30BH-K5EBA1A GDN30BH-K5EBA1BB GDN30BH-K5EBA1BG 

Main Colour White Blue Grey 
Display Colour Black 

Dehumidification Capacity L/D 30 

Power Supply Ph, V, Hz 1Ph,220~240V,50Hz 
Power Input W 345 

Rated Current A 2.3 
Air Flow Volume m3/h 190/150/125 

Water Tank Volume L 5.5/6.2 

Sound Pressure Level dB(A)(SH/H/M/L) 41/41/37/37/35/33 

Outline 
Dimension 

WxHxD mm 350×615×277 

Package 
Dimension 

WxHxD mm 394×325×657 

Net Weight/ Gross Weight kg 16.5/17.5 

Loading Quantity sets 306 
sets 636 



CALL US NOW TO LEARN MORE
23956000

OR SEND US AN EMAIL
sales@btmalta.com


